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A generalized Box-Cox cost function is used to estimate the prouction

technology in U.S. electric power generation. The functional form". formu

lated in this paper enables us to test the validity of a'generalized Leon

tief, translog, generalized quadratic square rooted and more restricted

forms of cost function. We find that the translog is the only form which

cannot be rejected on statistical ground.

In past a variety of functional forms has been introduced and applied

to estimate the production technology of U.S. electric power generation. The

forms commonly used in recent studies include Cobb-Douglas'(CD), log linear

(LL), generalized Leontief (GL) (Diewert 1971),and translog (TLOG) (Chris

tensen, Jorgenson and Lau 1971) functions 1• The question of how to discrimi

nate among various functional forms for the specific application is the

central issue of this paper.

The adaptations of functional forms which do not allow input substitu

tions are believed to be useful for estimating ex-post technology at the

levels of generating unit or plant. However if the estimating technology is

ex-ante2 or the unit of observation is at firm level, suitable forms are the

ones which allow substitutions among inputs, especially those which do not

impose a pr4o-ri restrictions on the elasticities of substitution.- Flexible

forms such-as the GL and TLOG forms are in this sense more suita~1e than the

CD and LL specifications for our purposes. It is however much more diffi

cult to discriminate among the flexible forms on theoritical ground, for

each of the forms can provide a second order local approximation to an

arbitrary twice continuously differentiable function. On econometric a,nd
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computational grounds, the TLOG form is preferable as it yields a system of

input share equations which are linear in parameters. Other flexible forms

such as the GL, quadratic square rooted (QSR) (Diewert 1974) and generalized

quadratic (GQ) (Denny 1974), generate share equations which are nonlinear in

parameters. The desired convergence with the system of equations which are

nonlinear in paramters are considerably more diffcult to achieve.

Our approach is to employ statistical test procedures to chouse among

different functional forms. The testing requires a specification of general

functional form which can embody other forms as special or limiting cases.

The functional form of our choice is a generelized form of Box-Cox (1964)

transformation (GBC), although the GQ form is equally satisfactory in terms

of meeting the required level of generality. The GBC form is chosen because

it is slightly more convenient than the GQ in deriving the TLOG form as a

limiting case. In the context of cost function, the GBC form becomes equiva

lent to the GQ form when the restriction of linear homogeneity in prices is

imposed.

In Section 2, we formulate the GBC cost function which can nest the CD,

LL, constant elasticities of substitution (CES), QSR, GL and TLOG as special

or limiting cases. In Section 3, we set, up a model in a GBC framework for

the production system in electricity generation. In Section 4, we present

empirical results. We find that the GBC cost function (with ~ =.05) is a

proper form for representing the production technology. Among other forms,

the TLOG is the only acceptable ~lternative to the GBC form, but it underes

timates substitutability of labor and fuel for capital and the extent of

scale econotTlies.

'.~
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I. A Generalized Box-Cox Function and Al.ternative FOrIS

According to duality theorems~ a production technology can be represen-

ted~ under certain regularity conditions~ by a production function or a cost

function. In the context of econometric work~ it implies that a direct

specification and estimation of a cost function is equivalent to estimat'ing

the underlying production function. The required regularity conditions in-

cludethe existence of a production function which is a continuously twice

differentiable nondecreasing quasiconcave function. Given the technology

described by such a production function~ if producers minimize the total

cost of production subject to given levels of output and input prices~ the

technology can be equally represented by its dual cost function. The cost

function satisfies nondecreasing monotonicity in output and input prices~

and positivity~ linear homogeneity and concavity in input prices.

For the specification of the cost function~ we first formulate the most

general form of the Box-Cox cost function in which the constraint of linear

hocmogeneity in prices can be imposed. Later~ we will trade a portion of

generality for easier estimation. The most general form of a GBC cost fun-

ctioncan be written as

C = {I + A(a
O

+ ~ a.p.(~) +.2.J..;:+a .. P.(~)p.(~) + ~biPi(~)Yl)~"())J*
J. 1. 1. J. J ~J ,1., J, 3-

• Y19 + 4: InY )

where ~.-t _ \ ~

R. <.~)= 'X 7i(>-): 1\ ;: I
2.. :>

The cost function (1) may be transformed into a more apparant Box-Cox form.

C*(A.) 11: -aO +fai Pi (~) 't 1- T'1 aij Pi (~) Pj l~) + f bi ?i'(~) y (>w)

The cond i t ions 0 f s y mmet ry (a.. = a .. , ¥ i ~ j) and linearhom0 gene i t yin
1.J J 1.

prices impose the restrictions on the parameters as

(I)

(.2.)

(3)

za.. ::. I -t' A a o• 1
:1
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Incorporating the above constraints into Equation (1), we obtain

C~.(~ rYd.ijF'i1 p}: + "fbi 'P/, Y(A"()J* y(gT1-~"'() (s)
By fixing th values of X and Ay at different levels, a wide variety of

functional forms can be generated.

A. Restricting the value of ~ to 2 in Equation (5) produces a QSR cost

function. . .J... d
C"C{~~aij?i?j i-~1. bitl2'((~'()l2- '((g-tylnY) (6)

1 J
Bl. When ~ = 1, Equation (5) reduces to a GL3 form,

C. : {2. YTaij 'Pit r}:+"f bi 'iyi f\~ Y (AY)} Y(tl Tf 1,,'( ) (J )
B2. A homothetic Leontief function can be derived by imposing additional

constraints, a .. = 0 (i \: j) and b. = 0 Jf i,in the above GL form 3•
1J 1

. c.. ~" ( 2 f a.ii f'i ) Y(9 T -'}h\'( ) (8 )

Cl. As~. ~ 0 and ~y + 0, Equation (3) approaches to its limiting form, a

TLOG cost function.

InC. ~ a.,,+ ¥i1nt'i +±trd..ij.ln1A1ln\3 + tDi1"f'i lnY+ (9t~l"Y) 1,,'-{. (4)

C2. A log linear form can be obtained from the TLOG with constraints, a ij =

o ¥ i,j , b. = 0 ¥ i and d = O.
1

In C -= a o +~a.i In 'Pi -t 9 1nY
1

C3. A CD form requires additional constraint,g = 1,

1)'\ C. : a c -t ~a.i in \'i -\- In'{
1

or

C. ": eac1J 'Piai y .
1 ;fV'\pos.iJ\$ the. res.tt-ic.tions.>

D. With no ~estriction on the values of J'. but a ij . = 0 Vi,j ,b i =0 V i and

d = 0, -'Equation (5) reduces to a CES form,

C. '" {*- ~dJi -r/' r* 'Ttl
1
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II. App1ication to E1ectric Power Generation

The electric power industry contends with substantial regulation by public

authorities. The firms are obliged to meet the demand in their franchised

areas at the prices consistent with the rate-of-return, regulation. In this

sense, a firm's production level is exogenously determined5• The major

factors of production such as capital, labor and fuel are purchased_competi-

tively so t-hat their prices are also exogenously determined. Un-der these.

conditions, we can use a cost function to describe the underlying production

technology.

The most general form of .the GBC cost function developed in the pre-

vious section, despite of its generality and usefulness, will not be em-

ployed in this study. The cost of estimating a nonlinear model with more

than one transformation parameter7 is extremely high when the model involves

a large number of parameters to be estimated. We instead u~e a less general

form of a Box-Cox function. By imposing certain restrictions on the parame-

ters, we obtain the following GBC forms which can maintain the required

level of generality.

By replacing ~ y with ~ in Equation (5), the number of transformation

parameter can be reduced to one. The corresponding cost fuction is,

C = {* ~4-aij fyfpj~ + ~bi f/'Y(>-) ~t. y(!I-t11"'()
1 J 1

.Another way of reduceing the number of transformation parameter is to impose

the restriction, \ y ...,. O. The resulting cost function is,

""J ~.A'V~ b D~ Y 1.* . (g+Q..ll'\'<}-~-
C {~ %.l: aij r i ~ ,j 2. + 4: i r i In oS Y :L - -

1 J 1

The GBC cost function employed by Berndt and Khaled(1979) is a modified form
itt

of Equation (~).

~l'~ D
J
"~ "2* Y. (~;-f lY\Y -t- t bi 1" 'Pi 1",'Y ) ~$)

C = { ~ t t d.ij' \ . J . ,

The forms (~) and (~) have some computational advantage over ~). As the
13 ,4 I~
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Box-Cox transformation transforms observations into power forms, it is like-

ly to encounter the problem of floating-point overflow before the desired
1,3 -jeJ..

convergence is achieved. With the use of Form (1-2) or (l'9), the problem of
J5

overflow is less likely to occur than with ("2-0). On the other hand, Form.
is

(2{») has an convenient feature which the other two do not have. It does
~~lA.£tt'ons -101(' ot..Ct? t.lt e\ost ;cil'y ~

eliminate nonlinearlity in the parameters of the f'l e r;"e:1 den eUld e eq,tu1:1iieas.
c..~\' ... ~V'd tne~eby Y'i"'O..%::.\ Y\~ t\:e. ~\"\"terpre."'t~1:\ Ot'\ o~ the. sc"-'\~~~yW'\.e1€rs n"\OPe ~~lfjh't{oV'~r-cA...
Tite ;;nput; s:il8~8 8ql;ult~linUli ~itftikfil EeliBl alii 1iftl;lfil all liaisE ia ,sEsaeters.

l~ .

For this reason, we adopt the GBC form (29) to describe the production

structure of U.S. electric power generation.

Modeling the Production System With a GBC Cost Function

In the absence of the restrictions of symmetry and linear homogeneity

in prices "(4), the GBC cost function can be written

. . ")" .• , • ~ 'D• .b..)?* (9-t41n'(+fbilrd1)
C = (l + >dd.o 1- +- a.i 'Pi l~) 1-~ 'r r d.iJ 11 {2. ) IJ~,'>. J Y Qb)

1 .

The derived demand functions for the factors of production can be computed
J~

from the cost function (~) by partially differentiating the cost function

with respect to each input price. Using the result known as the Shephard's

lemma(1953), the ith input share equation can be derived by taking the par-

-function are calculated as

tial

The

derivative in logarithmic form.
A .A.faij Pi 2 fj?-

4a~ ai\ 'p.-t ?~
1 J v 1 J

Allen-Uzawa partial elasticeties of substitution Eij for the GBC cost

The elasticity of cost with respect to output along a cost-minimizing expan

sion path is given by
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The measurement of scale economies is defined8 as

SCE = 1 -
~o)

The positive values of SCE indicate economies of scale and the negative

values for disceconomies of scale.

Produc~ion technology is homothetic if the cost function is ~eparable

in output and input prices. For the GBC cost function, this~requires

b. = 0 ¥ i
~

Production technology is homogeneous of degree g-1 if,in addition to homo-

thetic restrictions, the elasticity of total cost with respect to output is

constant, that is,

and d o.

When the value of g is restricted to one, production is called "homoge

neous of degree one" or "constant returns to scale".

Scale effect on ith input share can be measured by

oSi
oln"(

= b
i

For a homothetic production technology, a change in scale, holding input

prices constant, does not alter the proportion of total cost spent on each

input. Homotheticity also implicates that the input-output ratios are not

altered as the level of output changes. This can be seen from the following

expression fur-asilo lnY.

-031 -'~ s. (o\~) / (~) - O..f1..A
r
L / r.2J-) \

o 1"y 1 (~) . \ \ m... \ I )

where AC is unit cost of production. If scale economies eXist~) o.

for homothetic technology, each input-output ratio must decline at the

~4-)

So,

same

proportion as AC. If b i < 0, the scale effect is nonhomothetic, and an
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increase in output brings about a decline in the cost share of fth input.

If scale economies exist, a greater scale induces a greater proportionate

decline in the input requirement of ith factor per unit of output. An

anlogous statement can be made for the case, bi > O.

III. Estimation and Results

We assume additive disturbaces for the scale adjusted cost f'unction•

*~
C -=
.~

*where C

..b.{~ t ~ aU (Yi 'Pj )"- ~ T E

C / y g + d/2lnY + fbi lnP i lnY and for each of the input share

equations,
~

s. = f d.i}Pi t;):
~ ~~a~CPitJ ) L

The disturbances are assumed

+ bi inY + ei

to have a joint normal distribution, allo-

~b)

wing correlations for an individual firm but no correlations across firms.
25

The scale adjusted specification of the cost function ~ yield a continous

likelihood function which comprises the likelihood functions of other forms

nested in the GBC form. Since the disturbances on the share equations add

up to zero for each firm, they are not independent. One of the share equa-

tions must be deleted from the system. It is known that maximum likelihood

estimates are invariant to which input share equation to be deleted. To

obtain maximum likelihood estemates, we use the iteration of the seemingly

unrelated estimation procedure until convergence~

The likel-ihood ratio tests are used to test for homotheticity;;"homoge-

neity and c-e-nstant returns to scale. Once the form of returns tu.-scale is

determined, we test for the validity of the various functional forms. The

test statistic is 2(LU - LR) where LU and LR are the maximum log likelihood

values of the unrestricted and restricted models, respectively. This stati-

stic is distributed asymptotically as chi-squared with the degree of freedom
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equal to the number of restrictions in restricted model minus that in unres-

tricted model.

To provide a link with the results obtained by Christensen and Greene

(1976), we use their 1970 cross-section data on individual firms.

Table 1 shows the estimated parameters for nonhomothetic (NH), homothe-

tic (HT) and homogeneous (HG) models.

TABLE 1

Estimated Coefficients of the GBC Cost Function

(t-R.at.ios in Parentheses)

Models

Parameters

g

d

~L

a
FF

aKL
aKF

aLF

Log L-

NH

.900 (54.09)

.013 ( 1.19)

-.002 (-0.58)

-.013 (-4.02)

.015 ( 3.07)

.052 ( 1.74)

.070 ( 3.85)

.034 ( 2.28)

.182 ( 5.98)

.032 ( 2.38)

-.099 (-6.12)

-.064 (-4.73)

536.333

HT

.900 (47.96)

.012 ( 0.99)

HG

.901 (76.59)

As for the properties of the estimated function, symmetry of input substitu

tion and linear homogeneity in prices are imposed as the maintained hypo the-

sis. Other regularity conditions which our GBC cost function must satisfy
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are nondecreasing mono tonicity in prices and outputJand positivity and con-

cavity in prices.

C is a positive function in prices if the matrix [aij ] is positive

definite ;r,; ~ > 0, and nondecreasing in prices if .~~ > O. Using the Shep

hard's lemma, the positivity of each input share equation is sufficient to

insure the latter condition.

'Pi dC-
S. = > 0 V i.

1. c.. 0'\'1

We find positive values for all of the fitted cost and input share equations

at every observation. Therefore, the positivity and mono tonicity conditions

in prices are satisfied in all our models.

C is nondecreasing in output if oc.. > 0 or elasticities of cost with respect
0\

to output is nonnegative.

o 1", C.
oln"(

= g + d InY +~ b i InP. > 0
1 1.

This condition is also satisfied at every point of observation.

Finally, C is concave in prices iff its Hessian matrix [ Cij ] is negetive

semidefinite. The condition for concavity is also satisfied for all of the

models we estimated. Consequently, our estimated cost functions correspond

to their du,.al produc tion func tions ,and thereby describing the underlying

production technology.

For the testing of the validity of homothetic and homogeneous restric

tions, we c~lculate the chi-square statistic, defined as 2(LU -,eR). For

the homothetic restrictions, the chi-square statistic is 71.422 whereas the
~.~

1 % chi-square critical value for 2 degrees of freedom is 9.21. The homo-

thetic hypothesis is decisively rejected. Similarly, we find, based on the

same testing procedure, homogeneity restrictions are inconsistent with the

data set. These findings support our contention that we need a nonhomothetic

model to describe the production technology of U.S. electric power genera-
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tion.

Among the functional forms used in recent studies, nonhomotheticity is

allowed only in the GL form of Fuss (1978) and the TLOG forms of Christensen

and Greene (1976) and Stevenson (1980). For t'esting the validity of these

forms, we list in Table 2 the maximum log likelihood values corresponding to

the values,.Qf ~ which generate these forms.

TABLE 2

Log Likelihood Values for Different Functional FOrDlS

Functional Form ~ Log L

GBC .052 (Estemated) 536.333

TLOG 0 534.303

GL 1 349.641

QRS 2 113.42'9

We summarize in Table 3 the chi-square statistics for alternative functional

forms based on the log likelihood values presented in Table 2.

TABLE 3

Chi-Square Statistics for Alternative Functional Forms

Functional Form

TLOG

GL

QSR

2(L
U

- LR)

4.06

373.38

845.81

The TLOG is the only form that cannot be rejected at 1% level of signifi

cance. Serious specification errors would result in with the use of the GL,

QSR, homothetic or homogeneous specification. These functional forms bring

about significant loss of fit: as compared with the GBC or TLOG forms.
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The TLOG however can be rejected at 5% level of significance as the

cri tical chi-square value for one degree of freedom is 3.841. To compare

the performance of the TLOG with that of the GBC, we present, along with our

results, the sample averages of the elasticities of substitution in Table 4

for the TLOG model9•

TABLE 4

Estimated Elasticities of Substitution

for GBC and TLOG Cost Functions

GBC

TLOG

Capital-Labor

1.687

0.639

Capital-Fuel

0.325

0.218

Labor-Fuel

0.134

0.165

The results based on the GBC form show much stronger substitutabilities of

labor and fuel for capital than with the TLOG form. As noted by Nerlove

(1963),"at the firm level,there are many possibilities for substitution that

may go unnoticed at the plant level". Firms can substitute labor for capital

by using less efficient plants more intensively. Our results support such

substitution possibilities, much more so than those based on the TLOG.

An estimate of returns to scale for individual firm can be derived by

evaluating the fomula (25) at each observation. Following Christensen and

Greene, we derive the average cost curve facing a typical firm by evaluating

the cost function for a range of outputs while holding the factor prices

fixed at the sample means. Declining protion of the average cost curvelO is

the indication of the existence of scale economies. Christensen and Greene

reproted that, based on the TLOG model, the exhaustion of scale"economies

was obserbed at the output level of 19.8 billion kwh. Our results however

indicate statistically significant scale economies up to 25.8 billion kwh.

We present, in Table 5, our estimates of scale economies along with the

estimates obtained by Christensen and Greene for the selected firms.
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TABLE 5

Company Output seE

(Million kwh) TLOG GBC

Community Public Service 183 .247 .261

Iowa Southern Utilities 1,328 .160 .176

Missouri Public Service 1,886 .143 .160

Rochester Gas & Electric 2,020 .136 .i52

Iowa Electric Light & Power 2,445 .133 .151

Central La. Gas & Electric 2,689 .127 .145

Wisconsin Public Service 3,571 .103 .120

Atlantic City Electric 4,187 .094 .111

Central Illinois Public Service 5,316 .097 .116

Kansas Gas & Electric 5,785 .094 .113

Northern Indiana Public Service 6,837 .079 .098

Indianapolis Power & Light 7,484 .080 .099

Oklahoma Gas & Electric 10,149 .066 .086

Niagara Hohawk Power 11,667 .049 .068

Potomac Electric Power 13,864 .037 .057

Gulf State Utilities 17,875 .036 .057

Virginia Electric Power 23,217 .015 .035

Consolidated Edison 29,613 -.003 .017

Detroit Edison 30,958 -.004 .016

Duke Power 34,212 -.012 .008

Commonwealth Edison 46,871 -.014 .007

Southe.!n 53,918 -.028 - .'ag2-

'.~

It is apparent that the TLOG model leads to an underestimation of scale

economies as compared with the GBC model.

The scale effects are found to be non-neutral, affecting labor and fuel

requirements more than capital. The negative value of bL indicates signifi-
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cant scale economies in labor input. A 1% increase in output brings about a

decline in the cost share of labor by the magnitude of.013. This implies a

greater proportionate decline in labor requirement per unit of output as

output increases. The last statement can be made because of our finding

that none of the firms in our sample faces statistically significant scale

diseconomies.

The scale effect in electricity generation in 1970 is fuel us-ing. We

find that a 1% increase in output increases the cost share of fuel by .015.

As for the scale effect on capital, we check the estimated value of bK which

is found to be not significantly different from zero. It appears that an

increase in output does not alter the cost share of capital input.

Concluding Remarks

The production technologh of the U.S. electric power generation in 1970 can

be represented by the GBC cost function with ~= .05. Among other alterna-

tive functional forms, the TLOG,is the only form which cannot be rejected on

statistical ground. The TLOG model however underestimates the substitutabi

lity of labor and fuel for capital and also the extent of scale economies.

From computational point of view, the TLOG is an attractive alternative

to the GBC form. We find that it is considerably more difficult to achieve

. convergence with the GBC form than with the TLOG form.
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Footnotes.

2. An example is Komiya's limitational model.

3. Diewert's original GL form is homothetic. The GL form developed here is

nonhomothetic.

4. The Leontief can be also derived from the CES by setting ~= 1.

5. As pointed out in Nerlove's paper, the output of power pool members may

not be truly exogenous.

6. There may be objections to the assumption of static cost minimization.

See Nerlove for details.

7. The GBC form (1) contains two transformation parameters, >-.. and ~y.

8. This definition was used by Christensen and Greene. SCE can be defined by

using output elasticity of cost fromula (25). . Definition (25) is conve

nient for the comparison with their results.

9. These are the estimates obtained by Christensen and Greene.

10. Christensen and Greene define the "flat" portion of the aver-age cost

curve.:&8: "any point on the average cost curve is considere.d- to be in

the flat region of the curve if its corresponding SCE is less than 1.96

times its standard error".
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